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Finally! I've been waiting for a book like this. I am a believer of law of attraction, and that stuff really

does work. Although, Skye Alexander takes it to a whole new level with sex magic. She discusses

every aspect of the art you can think of, and I am definitely content with the details she covered. I

learnt a lot from this. The part about 'attracting people' and 'glamouring' were quite interesting

too.Yes, I can say this stuff does work. Just becareful what you wish for, because sometimes you

get too much of it. But the learning process is fun anyway.One advice I feel I should give to law of

attraction / sex magic practitioners is to keep your wishes to yourself. It's not gonna come true if you

keep talking about it to others. The reason is because seeking validation is a sign of

weakness/insecurity. Humble people are much more powerful than those who brag. So just stay

silent and true to your desires, and you cannot go wrong.Enjoy your orgasms!

Skye Alexander does a fantastic job of clearing away lots of misconception and assumption from

the subject of sex magic. Instead of serving up another sex manual, SMFB explains how the law of

attraction can be supercharged by your focused mind during sex. If you read "The Secret" and

aren't a nun, this title can help expand your idea of what is possible to achieve.The first few

chapters give some background and history to sex magic in practice from cultures around the world.

This gives helpful context to the later chapters where Alexander describes modern sex magic. She



doesn't tell you how to have sex (there are plenty of titles for that already.) but instead shows how to

make the sex you're having more powerful. It's a book for grown-ups, not porn. "Sex Magic for

Beginners" is an empowering piece of literature that can help you improve your life.

I agree with all of the other five star reviewers here. They pretty much said what I think as well. The

author has covered just about everything you can think of (and many things you might not have

thought of at all!) about sex magic. This book is incredibly well-written and comprehensive.One thing

I did not agree with is one of the reviewers' reason for not telling others about your magic: It is not

because you are trying to validate--many people, particularly new practitioners, just get so excited

about whatever spell (sex or otherwise) that they naturally want to share their excitement. This does

not mean they are weak. The REAL problem with sharing your spells is that you do not know, when

someone hears about it, if they will send out negative energy that will attach itself to your intention

and possibly nullify or alter your spell.

This is one of the few books on sex magic that's not just about having better sex, but about using

sex inside of magical operations. Author Alexander incorporates techniques and ideas from many

different magical systems and religions, making the book useful regardless of the reader's specific

spiritual beliefs and background. Best of all the book isn't filled with just theories and speculation, it

also contains a lot of things you can go out and try as soon as you finish reading it. A definite

must-read for anyone interested in the subject.

A good book if you are willing to try. It does not promote instant magic per se, but offers helpful

advice and tips for developing yourself into the perfect vessel for experience sex magic. A good find.

Skye Alexander writes with artistic grace, candor, and wit. She covers the subject from "A to Z". This

is definitely not a book for prudes or the fainthearted, but it is fun, exciting, daring, and informative.

She shows you how to take everything you know about human potential, meditation the law of

attraction, harnessing the power of the "subconscious" and bringing it all together by supercharging

it with the most powerful force in the Universe! I truly believe that throughout history and prehistory

what people have thought of as magic or "magick" was really Science that we didn't as yet

understand. Think of sexual magic as maybe some day being seen as science that we just didn't

fully understand. One day! Have fun and great health.



It's been a long time since I bought a book about Magick, and Skye did a wonderful job with this

one. This is totally a must have for anyone looking to use Sex Magic. Well done!

Very clear and open in her approach. A great overview of Magick,ritual,and sex magick with

emphasis on intention. Not so much a sexual technique manual,but enough. Her list of references is

very complete for anyone who seeks that information. Very well written. The author seems to know

what curious,beginners need to know and skillfully anticipates their questions.
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